Assured document delivery and scalable output management for your HP device fleet

HP and LRS Output Management Solutions

What if you could:
• Eliminate costly printing problems and business process disruptions
• Save more than $500,000 for every 1000 managed printers
• Reduce the number of printing-related support calls by 60% to 99%
• Generate a three-year return on investment of 310%, and a six-month payback

The cost of printing failures
Analysts estimate that 1% to 3% percent of a company’s revenues are spent on document output. Furthermore, 30% of all business process interruptions result from information delivery failures. When it comes to managing your critical business documents, the stakes couldn’t be higher.

Solution at a glance
LRS Enterprise Output Management Software
LRS Output Management Software provides a scalable, full-featured environment for managing all of your valuable business documents. Acting as a central point of document control, the software captures documents from any application, converts the data to a printer-ready format, and reliably delivers it to the target device or destination. Administrators can quickly detect and address hardware or network related printing errors from an intuitive web interface. Full-featured print audit and tracking functions are available to aid in compliance and cost reduction efforts. LRS software helps customers get maximum value from their HP output devices and prevents costly business disruptions in order to save you money.

Working together with HP
Silver HP business partners offer leading edge solutions that integrate with HP’s wide portfolio of LaserJet imaging and printing products, and provide HP customers with an unparalleled breadth and depth of solution offerings around the world.
LRS Output Management

Software details

The LRS solution provides a central point of control for all application output, regardless of origin, destination, or format. The software proactively monitors the status of printing devices and makes it easier to manage printers and solve document delivery problems. LRS software allows documents to be delivered electronically to printers in remote user locations, thus eliminating the cost of couriers and other physical delivery methods. Critical documents can be captured directly from applications or via the scanning function of select HP Multifunction Printers (MFPs) and stored on the LRS spool for reprint or electronic archival. This aids in workflow optimization and print reduction initiatives.

The solution supports secure document delivery to advanced Open Extensibility Platform-supported MFPs from HP. Together, LRS software and HP hardware prevent unauthorized document access by enforcing physical end-user authentication at the output device before printing. Benefits include greater control of sensitive information, improved compliance with privacy regulations, and cost savings from reducing overall print volumes.

Solution benefits
With HP and LRS Output Management Solutions you can:

• Reduce the cost of delivering critical business documents
• Eliminate reliance on Microsoft® Windows® print servers
• Protect sensitive information via pull printing and document encryption
• Enable document auditing for improved security and compliance
• Support rapid implementation in days or weeks, instead of months

Our solution partner

LRS

Lawn, Rain, Sun Inc.

Service and support
For more than three decades, LRS has provided output management solutions, services, and support for the world’s largest organizations. LRS is an HP Silver partner and LRS software is among the highly effective offerings available through HP Managed Enterprise Services teams around the world.

Building on the value of strong relationships
By working side by side with HP, we have all the resources, experience, and knowledge needed to deliver customized solutions that meet your unique business requirements. For more than 50 years, HP has designed solutions that allow customers to actively anticipate change, and then act on it.

Together, we use future-focused technology and services to design solutions that produce lasting value and maximum results—helping you meet today challenges while preparing for tomorrow’s.

For more information please visit:
VPSX.com